
Simplify your workforce management 
to focus more on your resident care. 

T I M E T R A C K E R

MatrixCare TimeTracker makes it easy to 

manage your staff, without having to manage 

your software. This cloud-based system helps 

streamline scheduling, tracks attendance in real 

time, automates administration of absences, 

supports collaboration, and more to help you 

expertly manage your workforce. By scheduling 

the right workers at the right time, you can focus 

on what matters most: providing high-quality 

resident care.

TimeTracker helps you meet organizational, 

federal, state, and local labor compliance 

requirements while avoiding gaps in care. 

Its dashboard metrics offer greater visibility 

into employee and departmental attendance 

trends. And with group scheduling and real-time 

notifications, including employee call-out features 

for absence management, you’ll be covered even 

when the unexpected pops up. 



Manager self service 

TimeTracker’s enhanced platform makes 

it more intuitive for new users and 

creates seamless workflows for easy navigation. 

Improvements make it easier for managers, 

employees, and co-workers to collaborate via  

instant notifications.

Time and attendance

When staff is scheduled throughout the 

organization, it can be hard to maintain 

visibility. Newly added dashboards, notifications, and 

action items give managers and supervisors greater 

transparency into employee activity, offering as much 

detail as the user requires.

Employee Self Service (ESS) mobile app

TimeTracker’s mobile app helps maximize 

collaboration between team members. 

New functions strengthen communication between 

supervisors and employees, to ensure there are 

no gaps in resident care. Elevate the employee 

experience by fostering work-life balance for your 

staff. Enable work preferences along with the ability 

to trade, drop, and browse a menu of shifts available 

for pickup.

Reporting

You need accurate data to make informed 

decisions about your residents. That’s why 

TimeTracker now includes editing options that make 

it almost effortless to access additional details of  

your reports. And with new report templates that can 

be grouped and displayed from a drop down menu, 

you can easily export/share reports with colleagues  

in a snap.  

Workforce management

Workforce management TimeTracker 

makes it easy to align employee schedules 

with optimum resident care. Manage budgets 

and protect overtime hours while meeting labor 

compliance requirements. As well as, deliver on a 

resident-centric solution while improving ROI.

One integrated system and platform

Ensuring that employees are being paid 

on time and accurately can be both 

tedious and time-consuming. TimeTracker helps 

reduce the hassle by integrating with payroll and 

with MatrixCare Enterprise Financials. Data from 

TimeTracker runs to payroll and seamlessly connects 

to your organization’s financial information, allowing 

employees to get paid on time with accurate details 

such as pay rate, job class, seniority, overtime hours, 

etc. Even better, you can quickly identify and address 

critical issues such as missed punches and absences 

that could lead to mistakes with payroll.

Want to learn more? Visit www.matrixcare.com/demo-request/ to see TimeTracker in action.

About MatrixCare 

MatrixCare provides software solutions in out-of-hospital care settings. As the multiyear winner of the Best in KLAS award for Long-Term Care Software and Home 
Health and Hospice EMR, MatrixCare is trusted by thousands of facility-based and home-based care organizations to improve provider efficiencies and promote a better 
quality of life for the people they serve. As an industry leader in interoperability, MatrixCare helps providers connect and collaborate across the care continuum to optimize 
outcomes and successfully manage risk in out-of-hospital care delivery. MatrixCare is a wholly owned subsidiary of ResMed (NYSE: RMD, ASX: RMD). To learn more, visit 
www.matrixcare.com and follow @MatrixCare on Twitter.

*We encourage to seek legal and regulatory advice for specific local compliance requirements.
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New features offer easy, flexible workforce management


